
Vehicles D6 / Modified Aratech 440 Super-Heavy Armored Chassis

Rebel Alliance Speizoc v-188 Artillery Vehicle

The Alliance has several Speizoc v-188s, some liberated, others purchased in

the invisible market. This is one of the heavist guns available to Alliance

forces. Most are deployed to secure warehouses, waiting the outbreak of

conventional war, some are in the field with regular units in conventional

theaters. A few are in SpecForce service, for missions that require extra

punch. Stored units are usually not equipped with self-propulsion, but the

field units have been mounted on a modified Aratech 440 Super-Heavy

Armored Chassis (the name is more impressive than the vehicle). These 440s

have themselves been modified, with repulsor motivators added for

increased mobility, targeting computer upgrades, high-efficiency 

echargers, and a separate fusion generator to power the gun.

These modified Speizocs have been known to serve as light makeshift tanks

for use against a variety of Imperial tanks and speeders. The Alliance once

debated about whether or not to deploy large numbers of these artillery

vehicles to heavy armor groups as support tanks but the number of Speizoc

v-188s available at the time were highly insufficient.

Craft: Modified Aratech 440 Super-Heavy Armored Chassis

Type: Artillery vehicle

Scale: Speeder

Length: 6.7 meters

Skill: Repulsorlift operation: Aratech 440

Crew: 1; gunners: 8

Crew Skill: Blaster artillery 4D, repulsorlift operation 4D

Cargo Capacity: 25 kilograms

Cover: Full

Altitude Range: Ground - 3 meters

Cost: 70,000 (as modified)

Availability: 3, X

Maneuverability: 0D

Move: 35; 100 kmh

Body Strength: 3D+1

Weapons:

Speizoc v-188 Anti-Vehicle Cannon

        Fire Arc: Turret; front, left, right

        Crew: 8

        Skill: Blaster artillery



        Fire Rate: 1/2

        Fire Control: 1D+1

        Range: 50-600/5/25 km

        Blast Radius: 20 meters

        Damage: 7D/5D+2/3D+2 
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